
The ability to adapt, think creatively, and use technology is increasingly important in managing 
finances.  The wide range of courses I studied helped me to establish these beliefs by preparing me 
to approach issues from various political, financial, and psychological viewpoints.  I have been able 
to comprehend how technology may give businesses a competitive edge by taking into account the 
goals of the organization, the users, and the legal regulations before applying technology thanks to 
my studies in ICT, social studies, business, and calculus. 

 My main career goal is to work as a financial advisor or an executive accountant.  After serving as 
an accountant for my father's firm, I hope that attending university will provide me with a better 
grasp of the business world as well as a wide range of options and connections.  As a result, I was in 
charge of compiling all the receipts and data necessary for a particular project into a manageable 
informational chart.  I acquired new teamwork, assisting, and process management skills throughout 
this process, which also allowed me to interact with people from various cultural backgrounds and 
develop my communication abilities. 

 When I have the time, I enjoy taking a break from my academics by playing the keyboard and 
writing poetry.  As a hobby and to hone the abilities I've picked up from my computing course, I 
like to use computers.  My other interests include more strenuous hobbies like cycling and frequent 
gym visits.  I went to a young enterprise presentation day where we had the opportunity to hear 
visitors speak about starting their businesses.  This little lesson gave me the desire to open my own 
company someday.  I believe that taking a degree in accounting, finance, and management will 
enable me to establish myself in the industry that interests me the most and give me the ambition to 
eventually succeed in this. 

 I treasure reading, and one of my favourite authors is Agatha Christie.  I relish listening to a 
mixture of genres of music.  Because I am particularly interested in communication technology, I 
consume a lot of time exploring online.  I am presently concentrating the majority of my efforts on 
earning the highest possible grades in my A-levels to move on to my next educational objective.  
Although I realise that college life would be very troublesome, I'm persuaded that it will offer me 
the most obvious opportunity to live up to my true capacity and prepare for my future. 

 I was able to enrol in a business management course at the age of 16 that included a stock market 
course.  My time was split up across several areas, and I was given a lot of responsibility.  After 
choosing the stock market approach, I was able to continue having a significant amount of success.  
I think this training will make me a better person and give me the skills I need.  It will help me 
improve my analytical and problem-solving abilities, which I have encountered during my math 
coursework.  I think that enrolling in project-based courses and handling my workload will help me 
become more adept at planning and organising.  I am confident that this course will equip me with 
practical and theoretical abilities that will be extremely beneficial to me as I seek a bookkeeping 
profession.  I am convinced that I have the self-motivation and dedication needed to excel in 
accountancy finance and management based on my experiences and personal goals, and I am 
looking forward to taking advantage of all the changes that university life has to offer.


